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ASSESSMENT OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE WITH LEARNING MONITORING SYSTEM FOR LICENSING INTEGRATED EXAM PREPARATION IN SPECIALTY OF DENTISTRY

The aim of the study – to discover the ways of improving the level of interns’ academic performance by development of competency-based testing formats in dental education with learning monitoring system application for licensing integrated exam preparation.

Materials and Methods. In order to improve preparedness to licensing integrated exam, learning monitoring system was used. The results of training tests, mock examination and licensing integrated exam were compared.

Results and Discussion. Learning monitoring system application for licensing integrated exam preparation in specialty of Dentistry allowed to reach higher results of state examination: the average percentage increase and the increase of number of interns, who passed licensing exam, were observed. High level of success pass predictability of learning monitoring system application was proved.

Conclusions. An implication of the on-line distance learning and learning monitoring system gives an opportunity to provide the monitoring of academic performance and to evaluate the competency level during the primary specialization in the specialty of Dentistry.
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Introduction. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the development of interactive learning monitoring and assessment methods in postgraduate dental courses. Competency-based testing formats in dental education include: multiple-choice questionnaire; structured oral examination; modified essay question; key features exam; objective structured clinical examination; objective structured practical examination; standardized patients; clinical evaluation exercise; mini-clinical evaluation exercise; entrustable professional activities; directly observed procedural skills; portfolio; multi-source feedback (multisource evaluations) [1].

There is a growing body of literature that recognizes the importance of assessment methods, measuring descriptive knowledge and identifying the ability to apply theoretical knowledge in a specific context to solve practical problem or to reach a clinical decision [1, 4].
Multiple-choice questions are commonly used in dental education for testing theoretical descriptive knowledge. Its validity and reliability is sufficient provided that high-quality questions and sufficient quantity are used [1]. The multiple-choice questionnaire is established as an effective assessment format, considering the low cost in light of the numbers and frequency of tests. The multiple-choice questionnaire requires less time and resources after test pool composition. The availability of distance performing for the significant number of participants simultaneously with easy online access makes such tests widespread [1]. The formed question pools can be applied by several universities [1].

Single best-answer multiple-choice questions consist of a question (the stem), two or more choices from which examinees must choose the correct option (the distractors) and one correct or best response (the key) (Cizek & O'Day, 1994, as cited in Tarrant, Ware & Mohammed, 2009) [5].

However, the number of distractors is argued, results from different studies show that in most circumstances, ideally multiple-choice items should consist of as many options as feasible given the item content and the number of plausible distractors [5]. On the other hand, three option-items have many advantages for both writers and examinees, and additional non-functioning distractors are not likely to improve item or test psychometric properties [5].

It was stated that writing high quality distractors is an important part of the test development process and four- or five-option multiple choice questions are the common standard in health science disciplines on certification-level examinations [5]. Properly constructed multiple-choice questions are able to test higher levels of cognitive reasoning and can accurately discriminate between high- and low-achieving examinees [5].

The rapid development of computer technologies caused widespread popularity of distance learning in different fields of medical education. Learning monitoring systems play an important role in the assessment of combination of theoretical knowledge, practical skills and ability to success in professional decision-making in dentistry [1]. Several systematic reviews [2, 3] indicate that internet-based learning, using pre- and post-tests, has demonstrated high effectiveness in obtaining of knowledge (factual or conceptual understanding), practical skills acquisition and making adequate clinical decisions. Principles of the evidence-based medicine have the main role in learning process in Dentistry during primary specialization and continuous professional development.

**The aim of the work.** The specific objective of this study was to discover the ways of improving the level of interns’ academic performance by improvement of competency-based testing formats in dental education with learning monitoring system application for licensing integrated exam preparation.

**Materials and Methods.** To improve interns’ preparedness to licensing integrated test, learning monitoring system was used. Question pools were formed in the on-line testing system (http://lms.inmeds.com.ua/ilias.php). The largest question pool consists of 2000 tasks from test bank, including tests on General Dentistry, Therapeutic Dentistry, Prosthetic Dentistry, Pediatric Dentistry, Orthodontics, and Maxillofacial Surgery. Multiple-choice questions are also divided into several subtests, such as clinical examination; treatment of dental patients requiring special tactics because of physiological states and physical illnesses; emergency aid; the organization of dental health care, including prevention; initial visits; repeated visits (treatment ongoing). Moreover, separate question pools based on previously issued test booklets were compiled in order to help interns familiarize themselves with the structure of future exam. The training tests and the mock examination were performed during preparation period, including the period on clinical bases. The main convenience of the learning monitoring system is the possibility of distance learning and passing tests online. The first cohort of interns (70 participants) started to use on-line training in learning monitoring system on the second year of internship during extramural part of training. The second cohort included first-year interns (47 participants) who trained on-line in ILIAS from the beginning of the course within 5 months full-time training cycle. Initial and final testing exams were performed for both cohorts of interns.

**Results and Discussion.** The qualification requirements, stated by the Order of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine from 14.02.2012 № 121, provide licensing integrated examination “STEP 3. Dentistry” as a part of the state attestation of interns in specialty of Dentistry (the order of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine from 20.11.2006 № 763). It consists of 200 multiple-choice tests of general dental knowledge with the accent on clinical cases and reaching a clinical decision. The integrated licensing exam gives the main conception of academic performance, mastering the learning program and the necessary level of competence to be allowed to further part of
state attestation. Licensing integrated test in Dentistry is the compulsory element of the final theoretical and practical examination performed by the state examination board.

Provision of training tests was successful as it gave the opportunity to identify students who had some weaknesses in their knowledge (low-achieving examinees). Formation of the group of risk helps to work out measures of strengthening their knowledge on specific topics, which have been revealed by training test. It also helps to provide individualized approach in training curriculum for low-achieving interns. Some additional tests can be accessible for the manually added participants for their better preparation and self-confidence during state examination.

The scheme of on-line training tests is similar to the paper-based state licensing exam (200 tasks per 200 minutes). The results of the on-line test are available immediately after finishing the test, therefore interns don’t have to wait for the result of the training test. Additionally on-line testing helps to be prepared and acquainted with the structure and the timing of the actual licensing examination psychologically, avoiding the impact of stressful situation on the results of the test.

During the training test or mock examination, each participant gets a different set of questions. Questions are randomly selected from one or more question pools. Participants can work through the test only for a specified period of time. Time is clocking away from the moment a user starts a test for the first time. ILIAS displays the test results after the test pass is finished. After finishing the test pass participants can access their test results on the ‘Info’-tab at any time. The summary of results is appended at the point in time indicated in the setting above: A ‘Table of Detailed Test Results’ shows the titles of the questions and the points scored in a particular test pass. The test with a random set of questions is available furthermore. The user’s learning progress status is set to ‘Completed’ after the user has passed the test.

Results of all participants are presented in the table with the detailed evaluation for each intern or question. Obtained data can be analyzed as a prognostication criterion for the forecasting an exam success.

Aggregated test results are available to the tutor of the course and consist of total number of participants who started the test, total finished tests (participants that used up all possible passes), average test processing time, total passed tests, average points of passed tests and average processing time of all passed tests.

The mean percentage of initial training of interns from the first cohort was 58.8 %. There was no significant discrepancy with the second cohort interns’ initial results – 56.55 %. After series of training tests, the final mock examination was performed in both cohorts of interns. Interns, who started on-line training from the beginning of the course showed higher mean percentage results – 87.04 % than examinees from the first cohort of interns, who have got the opportunity of distance training on the second year of studying, and passed the final test with the mean percentage of 83.5 %.

According to the results of training tests and mock examination, the group of low-achieving examinees was formed in the first cohort (21 interns) and in the second cohort (13 interns). Additional training tests were performed for interns with low results under tutors’ supervision. Mean results of first cohort interns’ licensing exam was observed as 78.26 % which didn’t differ significantly from the final mock examination results.

Comparing results of the mock on-line examination and the state licensing integrated exam, we came to the conclusion that training tests in learning monitoring system can be applied as a high level of success pass predictability instrument.

Conclusions. The multiple-choice questionnaire suffers from some disadvantages, however it still gives an appropriate apprehension to reveal the competency level provided that high-quality tests are performed and functional distractors are used.

An implication of the on-line distance learning and learning monitoring system gives an opportunity to provide the monitoring of academic performance and to evaluate the competency level during primary specialization in specialty of Dentistry. Improving the test context and providing regular on-line training tests and mock examinations are required for licensing integrated exam preparation, developing clinical reasoning, professional thinking and self-confidence during internship.

The prospect of further research. The improvement of the competency-based testing formats is a leading task for dental educational institutions, providing postgraduate training, including effectiveness assessment of the existing professional tests and development of constantly updating high-quality multiple-choice question pools with functional distractors.
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